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Executive Summary

Local Authorities are involved in a wide range of services and the ability to charge for
some of these services have always been a key funding source to Councils.

Charges will take effect from the 1 April 2017 unless otherwise stated.

In preparing the proposed fees and charges, Directorates have worked within the
charging framework and principles set out in the report.
 
The full list of proposed charges is detailed in Appendix 1 to this report.

The proposed deletion of current fees and charges are detailed in Appendix 2 to this 
report.

1. Recommendations

1.1 That Cabinet agree the proposed fees and charges as detailed in 
Appendix 1 including those no longer applicable as per Appendix 2.

1.2 That Cabinet note the feedback from all Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees in Appendix 3. 

2. Background

2.1 The paper describes the fees and charges approach for 2017/18 and will set a 
platform for certain pricing principles moving forward into future financial years.



2.2 The fees and charges that are proposed are underpinned in some instances by a 
detailed sales and marketing plan for each area. This will ensure delivery of the 
income targets for 2017/18.

Service: £000’s Actual 15/16 Budget 16/17 Budget 17/18

Environment & Place
Thameside Theatre 523 435 447
Waste 170 299 308
Burials 230 274 283
Sports Bookings 25 75 77
Environment Other 192 191 195
Registrars 246 225 232
Public Protection 316 317 326
Libraries 72 86 88
Parking 789 952 980
Highways Maintenance 119 192 197
Highways and Transportation Other 33 126 129
Development Control 960 896 923
Building Control 285 266 273
Land Charges 301 195 201
Property 53 54 56
Commercial Hall Hire 24 22 23
Adult Services 
Day Care  47 43 44
Extra Care 12 22 23
Blue Badges 28 36 37
Meals on Wheels* 109 231 238
Community Development - 7 7
Housing 
Travellers Sites 74 77 80
Children’s Services
School Improvement 99 50 52
Early Years Education and Childcare 285 833 857
Grangewaters 142 319 329
Learning & Skills 839 1,038 1,069
School Meals 2,921 3,057 3,148
Legal 
Legal Services 197 352 363
TOTAL 9,091 10,670 10,985

*The movement between 15/16 and 16/17 in meals on wheels is due to a rebate received in year  



3. Thurrock Charging Policy

3.1 The strategic ambition for Thurrock is to adopt a policy on fees and charges that is 
aligned to the wider commercial strategy and ensures that all discretionary 
services cost recover.

3.2 Furthermore, for future years, while reviewing charges, services will also consider 
the level of demand for the service, the market dynamics and how the charging 
policy helps to meet other service objectives.

3.3 When considering the pricing strategy for 2017/18 some key questions were 
considered.

• Where can we apply a tiered/premium pricing structure
• How sensitive are customers to price  (are there areas where a price freeze is 

relevant)
• What new charges might we want to introduce for this financial year
• How do our charges compare with neighbouring boroughs
• How do our charges compare to neighbouring boroughs and private sector 

competitors (particularly in those instances where customers have choice)
• How can we influence channel shift 
• Can we set charges to recover costs
• What do our competitors charges
• How sensitive is demand to price
• Statutory services may have discretionary elements that we can influence
• Do we take deposits, charge cancellation fees, charge an admin fee for 

duplicate services (e.g. lost certificates.)

4. Proposals and Issues

4.1 The fees and charges for each service area have been considered and the main 
considerations are set out in the following section.

4.2 A council wide target of £0.350m has been proposed within the MTFS for 
additional income generation which includes fees and charges income for 
2017/18. 

5. Outdoor Sports

5.1 The strategic objective for charging for use of the outdoor sports facilities is to 
provide quality services that are competitively priced to encourage optimum use 
and consequently maximise income levels while at the same time reducing net 
subsidy.

5.2 The sports offer is currently heavily subsidised. The income received from the 
letting of sports facilities is recovering less than a third of the cost of delivering the 
service. User expectations are high and the service is being challenged to 
maintain and in some cases improve the service offer. 

5.3 Prices have been reviewed and compared with neighbouring authorities. Prices 
have been subject to a small uplift to account for inflationary pressures and the 



increasing requirement for the service to contribute towards the full cost of 
delivering the service. Our revised pricing is in line with that of neighbouring 
boroughs however despite the small uplift in prices the service is still being heavily 
subsidised.

6. Allotments 

6.1 Thurrock Council currently provides two Allotment Sites with all other sites in the 
borough being self-managed by community groups. The fees and charges in this 
report reflect Council Managed Allotments only.

6.2 The income received from allotments contributes towards the ongoing running 
costs that they incur. When considering the management costs and the income 
received Allotments are currently cost neutral.

6.3 Allotment charges have been increased by the rate of inflation. This will ensure 
that Allotment provision continues to cover the cost of delivering the service. 

7. Domestic Waste

7.1 The collection of Domestic Waste is provided free of charge. Legislation makes a 
number of exceptions to this; Waste Collection Authorities can charge for the 
collection of bulky items and for replacement waste receptacles where 
appropriate. The Council currently charges for both bulky waste collections and 
replacement waste receptacles, the charges for both have been reviewed as part 
of this process. 

7.2 The strategic objective for charging for waste services is to cover the cost of 
providing the service (so far as is practicable), taking account of the need to 
protect the street scene, residential amenity and to provide residents with an 
affordable responsible avenue to dispose of their waste. 

7.3 In order to encourage residents to responsibly dispose of their waste the charge 
for bulky waste collections has been frozen. The collection of these materials 
incurs a net expense to the council however the decision has been taken not to 
increase charges due to the increase in fly-tipping across the borough. 

7.4 The charge for the issuing of replacement Refuse and Recycling Bins where lost 
or damaged has been subject to an increase to reflect inflationary pressures and 
to recover a greater proportion of the cost of providing replacement bins. 

8. Commercial Waste

8.1 Thurrock Council offers a commercial waste collection service to business 
customers. The Thurrock Trade Waste Sales Strategy created in May 2016 
incorporates the strategic direction to ensure the external income target is 
achieved for 17/18.

8.2 The launch of the Commercial Waste Sales Team has proved successful.  In the 
first five months since the launch of the team £100k of new business has been 
generated and £92k of existing customers business has been retained.



The key features of the Trade Waste Sales Strategy are to:

 Continue to increase our customer base over the coming years to raise 
market share

 Target key accounts across the many industrial sites within Thurrock.
 Provide local businesses with a cost effective responsible avenue for the 

disposal of their waste.

8.3 The pricing strategy is crucial when it comes to achieving the income targets for 
17/18.  There are two key elements to take into consideration:

- How much does the increase need to be in order to achieve the income target 
for the financial year

- What percentage increase can the service take to remain competitive, retain 
existing customers and acquire new business.

8.4 Due to commercial sensitivity the Council do not publish Commercial Waste 
charges. Charges are set in line with the volume and frequency of collections that 
a customer requires and at a rate that will best support the delivery of our income 
targets. 

9. Burials and Memorials

9.1 Thurrock Council maintains 5 cemeteries providing a range of burial services and 
graves for cremated remains. 

9.2 Charges for Thurrock Residents are at the rates stated in the Fees and Charges. 
Fees and Charges for non Thurrock residents are doubled across all categories. 
This is to reflect the lack of burial space in London boroughs and ensure that the 
Thurrock residents retain enough capacity to meet their future requirements.

9.3 The fees and charges set by the Council have been compared to that of 
neighbouring Authorities. The charges levied by neighbouring boroughs are set at 
a higher rate in a number of categories than that charged by Thurrock. This is 
particularly evident when compared with fees and charges within London.

9.4 Burial and Memorial Fees and charges has been reviewed and the benchmarking 
with neighbouring Authorities has been taken into account. Fees and Charges for 
the highest volume requests have been increased in line with inflation in order to 
recover any increased costs. A number of the lower volume services such as have 
been increased in order to bring them in line with Neighbouring Authorities and to 
reflect the cost of delivering the service. 

10. Environmental Enforcement

10.1 The Environmental Enforcement Service issue fixed penalty notices (FPN’s) for 
breaches of legislation. Where appropriate the alleged offender is issued with a 
FPN as an opportunity to discharge any liability for conviction for the alleged 
offence. Issuing a FPN is not always appropriate for repeat offenders or those 
where the severity is such that prosecution is more appropriate. 



10.2 The minimum and maximum amount that a fixed penalty notice can be issued for 
is determined by offence and is set out in legislation. The Council has licence to 
set the amount between the legislated minimum and maximum and can offer early 
repayment discounts if they are so minded. There are two alterations to the level 
of fixed penalty notices issued, they are as follows: 

10.3 The current fixed penalty for littering is £75 reduced to £60 if paid within 10 days. 
As part of the zero tolerance approach to environment crime the early repayment 
discount has been suspended and the charge stands at £75. Non-payment or 
repeat offenders will be prosecuted where appropriate.

10.4 The current Dog Fouling FPN is set at £50. Officers have reviewed the legislation 
and Legal services have advised that a Fixed Penalty Notice can be issued on the 
basis of a littering offence for depositing and leaving dog faeces and therefore the 
maximum allowable fine under the legislation that officers have at their disposal is 
£75. There will be no with no early repayment discount.

11. Registrars

11.1 The Register Office provides the statutory service of registering births deaths & 
marriages alongside the non-statutory service of nationality checking and 
citizenship ceremonies (on both a group and individual basis.)

11.2 The fees and charges set by the Council are always compared to that of 
neighbouring Authorities. The charges in neighbouring boroughs can be higher in 
a number of categories than that charged by Thurrock. This is particularly evident 
when compared with fees and charges within London and Kent. However, 
Thurrock compare favourably with Essex and our residents have always been 
supportive of the charges traditionally set. Thurrock offer a truly unique service 
unlike many Districts who have far less flexibility. Customer engagement 
throughout the year (by discussing annual fee increases) allows a degree of 
consultation and an assessment of local reaction and acceptance. 

12. Theatre

12.1 The theatre is a non-statutory service which aims to minimise subsidy by 
increasing income and reduce costs by effective trading. 

12.2 The Thameside Theatre charges relate to hire of the main auditorium and 
Thameside   Two meeting room facilities. The charges consist of a block charge 
for the 6pm – 11pm period then an hourly rate for periods before and after the 
block rate. This hire is charged for all the hire period whether it is a rehearsal or 
performance. In addition there is a further charge for nights when the spaces are 
used for performances due to the cost of providing front of house staff. There are 
also charges for additional technical equipment which hirers may decide to use.  
In previous years three different charging structures have been used – for non-
commercial organisations, for Thurrock based commercial organisations and for 
commercial organisations based outside of the borough.  Charges also vary 
depending the day of the week and daytime or evening performances.

12.3 Following a review of local competing theatre hire prices in Spring 2016 it was 
found that the cost per seat of the Thameside was highest in the area but that 



more services were included in the price. All competitors are bigger venues which 
enjoyed enemies of scale and it’s difficult to make meaningful comparisons. As a 
result a number of changes to hire fees are proposed for the 2017/18 financial 
year.

12.4 The Thurrock Commercial tariff has been removed and the theatre will now 
operate with two tariff regimes – Commercial and non-Commercial.  This will bring 
the theatre into line with other similar venues.

12.5 A general price increase of 3% has been applied to all hire rates Monday – 
Saturday.

12.6 Prices for Sunday hire have been found to be much more expensive than other 
venues and as a result there are a number of Sundays when the theatre is not 
used each year. To increase use of the theatre on Sundays it is proposed that the 
costs are reduced to a level that is more competitive while still covering operating 
costs, and allowing us the opportunity to increase sales of beverage and 
confectionery.

12.7 The performance charge has been increased from £78 plus VAT to £125 plus 
VAT which is a 60% increase. This has increased to more closely reflect the 
actual costs of the Front of House Staff.

12.8 Some recent changes to the way hire of the auditorium is treated by HMRC mean 
that VAT is now applied to all hire charges. While a few organisations will be able 
to re-claim VAT, those that can’t will be faced with a significant increase in price. 
This effective price rise will lead to customer resistance but since most customers 
book up to 18 months in advance the effect may not be felt for 1-2 years. 
Organisations already booked in are unlikely to cancel on price if they are 
committed to a show but may demur from future bookings. To mitigate this, 
neighbouring venues are also changing their pricing and programming policy 
which is having the effect of driving bookings our way.

13. Public Protection

13.1 The objective for public protection is to ensure that the fees charged for licences 
cover the cost of the provision of the licensing service. In some cases licensing 
legislation prohibits us from making a surplus on the provision of a licence in other 
cases the licence fees are set nationally with this aim in mind.

13.2 For other fees charged by public protection the picture varies dependant on the 
purpose for which the fee is charged and so where permissible in law we levy fees 
to maximise returns based on the costs of the provision of the service provided 
and market conditions.

13.3 Fees are reviewed annually but often do not change particularly where cost 
recovery is achieved. If necessary and allowed, we raise fees to ensure cost 
recovery and in circumstances where this is permissible we alter fees to maximise 
the contribution of fees to the Councils budget position.

13.4 A number of licence fees remained unchanged as they recover costs.



14.   Libraries

14.1 There have been small monetary increases on a number of charges with the 
final charge rounded accordingly to aid customer convenience and support coin 
operated mechanisms. Damaged book charges and premises hire charges 
remain consistent with last year as larger increases were implemented in 
2016/17. Photocopying charges are reviewed to remain competitive with retail 
outlets. 

15.   Parking

15.1 Historically the council has increased parking charges in line with inflation with 
increases for on-street and off-street in alternate years. For 2017/18, given the 
level of charges in Thurrock and restrictions on ticket machines, on-street 
charges are increasing in line with inflation and rounded for customer 
convenience.

15.2 Charges for the suspension of parking bays have been increased to bring in line 
with comparable authorities. A new charge is proposed for controlled parking 
zone NHS permits to bring in line with the approach taken for Council staff.

16. Highways Maintenance 

16.1 Charges have been increased in line with inflation. There has been a change in 
arrangements for vehicle crossing applications. The council no longer acts as 
agent for completion of the works although current applications will be honoured. 
In future the council will charge a fee for assessing the safety and suitability of the 
proposal in line with council highways policies. The charge for white line bar 
markings has increased from £60 to £150 to bring the charge in line with delivery 
cost.

17. Highways Permitting

17.1 There is a separate paper on the agenda setting out the council’s intention to 
move from highways noticing to a highways permitting scheme.

18. Development Control

18.1 Fee income is dependant entirely on market forces and the majority of fees are 
nationally set. Whilst the market has been strong in the previous two years this 
cannot be a guarantee of future income levels. Even a small downturn in the 
market, could see a reduction in the number of planning applications.

19. Building Control

19.1 Fee income is dependant entirely on market forces. In 2016/17 the Service is on 
target to produce a small surplus of income over expenditure. The Building 
Control account is governed by legislation that requires that that Council does not 
produce a profit or loss over a rolling three year period and that any increase in 
income has to be ring-fenced within the Building Control account.



20. Land Charges

20.1 Local Land Charge (LLC) income is derived from charges associated with the sale 
and purchase of property in Thurrock. This account functions on a cost recovery 
basis, therefore any increase in income cannot be used outside of the LLC 
budget.

21. Adult Services

21.1 The domiciliary care and meals on wheels service is being re-procured in 
2017/18, therefore the current fee structure remains pending the outcome of the 
procurement exercise, and subsequent consultation exercise of charging 
arrangements, in October 2017.

21.2 For day service charges there is already an increase built into 2017/18 and 
2018/19 as part of the consultation exercise and Cabinet agreement from 
February 2016.

21.3 Residential charges are set nationally and remain unchanged from 2016/17.

21.4 Community Development income relates to hire charges in the South Ockendon 
Centre.

21.5 Charging arrangements for dispersed alarms will be the subject of a separate 
report to a subsequent Cabinet meeting. 

22. HMO Licenses

22.1 On 13th December 2016 Housing Overview and Scrutiny Committee received a 
paper outlining proposals in respect of HMO Licensing. The fee changes are 
based on the extension of HMO licencing as a statutory requirement. This relates 
to the Council’s five year licence fee charges in 2017/18.

22.2 Appendix 1 shows the proposed fees for licencing HMO dwellings. This includes 
‘early bird’ discounts to encourage early compliance and discounted fees for 
landlords with more than one property. A five year licence will be granted to our 
private landlords who pass their HMO management conditions and maintenance 
inspection.

22.3 The 2017/18 new licence fees are comparable to other local authorities providing 
the same service. The proposed fee structure will also encourage private sector 
Landlords operating in Thurrock to pay and become members of the Accredited 
Landlord Scheme. 

23. Travellers Sites 

23.1 The Council manages 3 travellers' sites with a total of 65 plots. The sites are run 
by a traveller liaison officer with 2 part-time assistant travellers' wardens. The sites 
are located at:



 Ship Lane, Aveley (21 plots)
 Gammonfield site, Long Lane, Grays (22 plots)
 Pilgrims Lane site, North Stifford, Grays (22 plots)

23.2 Residents on these sites rent plots on a licence agreement. They pay a weekly 
rent plus water rates and an amenity charge, and can buy electricity through the 
site warden.

24. School Improvement 

24.1 This service area covers a range of aspects where fee generated income is in 
place.  While a number of authorities are exploring the development of traded 
services, there is not currently enough comparative data available to benchmark 
the service against. Current provision is not yet delivering full cost recovery 
although this will be explored further in 2018/19.

25. Learning and Skills

25.1 A review of the current pricing structure across all services trade has been 
undertaken and the 3% increase will be achievable across the majority of 
services including the Duke of Edinburgh Award. The 3% increase proposed for 
Grangewaters will support the service in moving towards being a more 
commercially viable opportunity for the Council. Extensive marketing testing 
with other Information Advice & Guidance providers who are trading locally has 
been undertaken, and this shows that this could potentially lead to a loss of 
income for the service. Inspire Careers has a significant income target to 
achieve which will increase in 17/18 as a result any potential loss of business 
would have a significant impact on the work that is being undertaken to move 
Inspire – Careers into an alternative model for delivery. Charges will be frozen 
for 17/18 and the remainder of the service area will absorb the increase in 
income to ensure the income generation targets are met.

26. School Meals

26.1 This service completes market testing with similar services to ensure that it 
remains competitive in the market. Schools can choose any provider and with the 
large number of Academies this is a particular risk. Charges have been 
benchmarked and consider cost recovery.  

27. Legal Services

27.1 A benchmarking exercise revealed that Thurrock legal fees for section 106, 
section 38 and section 278 agreements was far less than charged by other 
authorities and therefore these fees were increased in line with the evidenced 
benchmarking.

27.2 A previous exercise lifting fees by a set percentage had resulted in some odd 
values with pence and these have therefore been rationalised to rounded 
amounts.

 
27.3 A new fee of £500 has been introduced in respect of section 111 agreements as 

these are being used more often and other authorities apply a small fee in addition 



to the section 106 fee in relation thereto and are therefore likewise evidenced by 
benchmarking.

 
27.4 A second new fee of £1,500 has been introduced in respect of draft agreements 

for footpath/bridleway creation and/or diversion 
 

27.5 Legal Services has not made any change to statutory prescribed fees.

27.6 Verification of proof of life charges have increased to reflect the cost to the 
Authority of completing documentation and confirming identity. The increased fee 
is approximately half of the fee from a private practice solicitor. Requests are 
received from persons in receipt of overseas pensions as it is a common 
requirement for continued receipt of such pensions.

27.7 Legal Services has introduced a new fee for sealing contracts to aid with the 
required and reasonable administrative support associated with this work without 
impeding the Council from procuring contractors.  

27.8 Finally, it should be noted that in the wider context of public sector to public sector 
trading of legal services the shared service is permitted pursuant to the Local 
Authorities (Goods and Services) Act 1970 to supply legal services to other public 
bodies on a commercial basis rather than cost recovery basis. 

28. Reasons for Recommendation

28.1 The setting of appropriate fees and charges will enable the Council to generate 
essential income for the funding of Council services. The approval of reviewed 
fees and charges will also ensure that the Council is competitive with other service 
providers and neighbouring councils.

29. Consultation (including Overview and Scrutiny, if applicable)

29.1 Consultations will be progressed where these is specific need. However, with 
regard all other items, the proposals in this report do not affect any specific parts 
of the borough. Fees and charges are known to customers before they make use 
of the services they are buying.

30. Impact on corporate policies, priorities, performance and community impact

30.1 The changes in these fees and charges may impact the community; however it 
must be taken into consideration that these price rises include inflation and no 
profit will be made on the running of these discretionary services.

31. Implications 

31.1 Financial 

Implications verified by:  Carl Tomlinson
Finance Manager 



Additional income will be generated from increases but this is variable as it is 
also dependent on demand for the services. Increases to income budgets have 
been built into the MTFS.

31.2 Legal 

Implications verified by: David Lawson
Monitoring Officer

Fees and charges generally fall into three categories – Statutory, Regulatory 
and Discretionary. Statutory charges are set in statue and cannot be altered by 
law since the charges have been determined by Central government and all 
authorities will be applying the same charge.

Regulatory charged relate to services where, if the Council provides the 
service, it is obliged to set a fee which the Council can determine itself in 
accordance with a regulatory framework. Charges have to be reasonable and 
must be applied across the borough.

Discretionary charges relate to services which the Council can provide if they
Choose to do so. This is a local policy decision. The Local Government Act 
2003 gives the Council power to charge for discretionary services, with some 
limited exceptions. This may include charges for new and innovative services 
utilising the power to promote environmental, social and economic well-being 
under section 2 of the Local Government Act 2000. The income from charges, 
taking one financial year with another, must not exceed the cost of provision. A 
clear and justifiable framework of principles should be followed in terms of 
deciding when to charge and how much, and the process for reviewing 
charges.

A service may wish to consider whether they may utilise this power to provide a
service that may benefit residents, businesses and other service users, meet 
the Council priorities and generate income.

Decisions on setting charges and fees are subject to the Council’s decision 
making structures. Most charging decisions are the responsibility of Cabinet, 
where there are key decisions. Some fees are set by full Council.

31.3  Diversity and Equality

Implications verified by: Becky Price
Community Development Officer

The Council has a statutory responsibility under the Equality Act 2010 to 
promote and have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination and 
advance equality of opportunity between individuals who share a relevant 
protected characteristic and those who do not share it. Decisions on setting 
charges and fees are subject to the Council’s decision making structures. 
Concessions should be available to groups or individuals in the community 



where the increase may create negative impact or lead to exclusion from 
activities.

31.4 Other implications (where significant) – i.e. Staff, Health, Sustainability, 
Crime and Disorder)

None applicable  

32. Background papers used in preparing the report (including their location on 
the Council’s website or identification whether any are exempt or protected 
by copyright):

None

33. Appendices to the report

Appendix 1 – Schedule of Proposed Fees and Charges for 2017/18 
Appendix 2 – Schedule of Fees and Charges that are no longer applicable
Appendix 3 – Feedback from Overview and Scrutiny Committees  

Report Author:

Carl Tomlinson
Finance Manager 


